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must be taken seriously."

And, on Oct.7, Watt had issued a bitter editorial attack

On Oct.28, Rutherford had published a half-page op-ed

against what he called the "Churchill posture " in British

titled, 'The End of the Special Relationship, " advising Brit

politics, the belief that

ain to develop a "new European identity " as a "counter

essential features to Nazi policy in 1938-39. Watt termed

Soviet policy today is identical in

weight " to the United States in NATO, since "what is ques

people who believe this-in which category he placed Ron

tionable is how far Europe can support what appears to be an

ald Reagan, U.S.Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger, and

ideological crusade against the Soviet Union....The time

Mrs.Thatcher herself-"wretched."

for bilateral relations, or special relations, with the U.S., is
gone.... Successive British governments have been living
in a fools' paradise in looking to Washington first, and Eu
rope second.In future. it should be the other way around."
In the Times of London on the same day, David Watt,

The aborted Churchill reflex
That article signaled the escalation of a process which
had been given no attention in the press: the systematic purge
or demotion within British policymaking milieux of individ

head of the Royal Institute of International Affairs (RIAA) in

uals belonging to what might be called "the Churchill faction "

London, warned shrilly that "The U.S. government could

in current British politics. These individuals are distin

easily embroil its unwilling partners in a Third World War

guished by their strong support for a close American-British

without any consultation whatever....Europe as a whole

alliance under perceived pre-world war strategic conditions,

certainly has an overpowering interest in Third World stabil

and by their specific support of President Reagan's March 23

ity and in restraining the U. S.from rash ventures to promote

commitment to rapid U.S.development of directed energy

it-whether in the Caribbean, the Middle East, or in Africa."

beam antiballistic missile systems. Starting in August, sev

On the eve of this piece, the RIIA had hosted Georgii Arba

eral members of this grouping found themselves on the "outs, "

tov, head of Moscow's U.S.A.-Canada Institute, for a policy

either jobless or ignored in the strategic deliberations of the

speech attacking the United

day.

States in characteristic lying

Soviet fashion.

In the wake of Mrs.Thatcher's mammoth spring 1983

rington's 'third way' policy prescribed a significant with
drawal of Western Europe from the pre-existing form of

Would NATO survive
Lord Carrington?
The man who may be momentarily named to replace NATO
Secretary General Joseph Luns is Lord Peter Carrington,
the former British Foreign Secretary who with his business
partner Henry Kissinger has long advocated negotiating a
"New Yalta" deal with the Soviet Union. The bottom line
of this "New Yalta" would be slashing U.S. "spheres of
influence. "
At the time of the Malvinas crisis, Lyndon LaRouche
an April, 27, 1982 EIR piece titled "Britain's
'NATO Pullout' Bluff Could Be Called," that Great Brit
ain had blackmail ed Washington with the threat that:
"I) The United Kingdom will withdraw from the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), allegedly thereby
destroying NATO;
"2) If Washington opposes London on the matter of

warned in

Carrington gave before Den is Healey's International In
stitute for Strategic Studies, a speech reprinted in the July
issue of NATO Review.

British military action against Argentina, Western Europe

"There is no longer any doubt about the de c line of the

will drift i nto the arms of Moscow. .
"Such a humiliation of the United States would be
'
fully consistent with the 'third way policy to which Lord
Carrington's machinations were recently dedicated. Car-

East and of the Soviet Empire. Moscow is a decaying

.

36

SHAPE and related agreements and institutions. The ther
monuclear alliance with the United States was to be con
tinued, but the European components of the Atlantic Al
liance, including France, were to be realigned under Brit
ish leadership as a third force manuvering between Wash
ington and Moscow. The Socialist International and Lib
ya's Colonel Qaddafi are exemplary of the principal ac.
complices of Carrington et a1. In recent deployments to.
this purpose, the transatlantic 'peace movement' is among
the tactics deployed in aid of such a development.
"So, if Britain threatens to break up the NATO alli
ance, and threaten s a more detached role of Western Eu
rope, manuvering between the two superpowers, Britain
is threatening to do what it has been working to accom
plish in any case."
That this rem ains Lord Carrington's policy was con
firmed in the Alaistair Buchan Memorial Lecture Lord
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B),zantium. But this decay will take place over decades
"
In the in teri m, the "Soviet
or years.
Union has built up an aw esome military machine and

rather than months
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electoral victory, supporters of the Churchill post- 1938 leg

than his share of cultisms, Malthusian obsessions, fascist

acy had hoped to maneuver Mrs.Thatcher into mobilizing

leanings, and (especially in his earlier life) strategic inanities.

Britain around a sense of purpose, in preparation for con

But when a significant portion of the Establishment itself,

fronting the vastly worsening threat posed by the Soviet lead

including members of the Astor Family's Cliveden Set, con

ership and strengthening the relationship with the Uni ted

cluded that its own survival was threatened by Adolf Hitler,

States through alignment with President Reagan's defense

the policies of Chamberlain were brushed aside, and Church
ill was able to mobilize a sense of historic purpose, a type of

policy.
Now it seems that these hopes have been smashed.As

"British nationalism." At his best, he channeled frontier sci

one Conservative Party strategist bitterly commented to EIR

entific developments as they applied to military questions for

Oct.3 1: "Mrs.Thatcher has made a complete ass of herself.

the defense of the United Kingdom.

She doesn't know what's going on in the world, she's adopted
a very childish attitude.Her commitment to a strong defense

This latter quality is described in the 1978 book Most
Secret War by Prof.R.V. Jones, chief of British Scientific

of the free world stops at her mouth .oShe's a British-European

Intelligence during World War Two and the man who, in the

domestic politician, and the world situation is alien to her."

face of great resistance within Britain itself, broke the secrets
of the German air-navigation systems (the famous "Battle of

'Th� greengrocer's daughter'

the Beams ") and thereby undermined German plans for mass

It should be noted that in Britain, ideas and strategies that

bombing of the United Kingdom. Speaking of Churchill,

matter in terms of everyday life only come from the top and

Jones writes: "Had there been no Nazi movement, his post

filter their way down.Churchill could speak from and for the

humous reputation might have been at best a matter of dis

Establishment itself, conveying power and a sense of strateg

pute.But, now [1940] that the hour had come he was unique

ic mission.The middle-class Thatcher is viewed as "only the

ly matched to its demands....Alone among politicians, he

greengrocer's daughter."

valued science and technology as something approaching

As a scion of the British aristocracy, Churchill had more

their true worth, at least in military application."
Jones adds that Churchill brought together "a sense of
history and a feeling of destiny....In speech after speech

shown that she is prepared to use it. She still has the means
and motivation to project her power into large areas of the
world....
"My conclusion is not that we can afford to be gener
ous in Geneva. But I am saying that these talks shoul d be
conducted in an atmosphere of calm c onfidence and that
the broader political dimension of East/West relations
should be constantly at the forefront of the Western mind."
As NATO Secretary General, Lord Carrington would
pursue "peaceful resolution of potential' conflict through
energetic and forceful dialogue. The notion that we should
face the Russians down in a silent war of nerves, broken
only by bursts of megaphone diplomacy, is based on a
misconception of our own values, of Soviet behav
iour. . . . I am not preaching a return to detente pure and
simple. Detente was never pure and simple anyway
though I confess I find it hard to understand how both sides
can have lost by it. . . We need something less senti
mental and less divisive than detente."
Lord Carrington concludes: "The truth is that, over
the years, we have got into the habit of leaving ultimate
decisions, and ultimate responsibilities, to the Ameri
cans. . . Over the past few years we have developed a
new political consciousness in Europe, through the mech
anisms of political cooperation. We now need to build,
equally cautiously, but equally purposefully, a European
security consciousness too."
.

.

he helped the people of Britain to see where they stood in
history, he convinced them that the direction at the centre
was now both firm and good, and he called from them their
supreme effort."
Under Mrs.Thatcher, in contrast, Britain is undergoing
demontage. Monetarist austerity has not only dictated big
cuts in fundamental services, but, ironically, dangerous cuts
as well in defense capabilities against the Russian threat (see
EIR, Nov.1).

The intensity of the industrial dismantling suggests that
factions in the Establishment has made the short-term deci
sion to pick up their bags and go elsewhere, perhaps to the
far reaches of Canada or Australia, to escape from the coming
strategic confrontations, and leave Britain itself to go to seed,
until such time as they calculate they can up-end the Russian
bear by some covert means.One London economic expert
estimates that since Mrs.Thatcher came to power in 1978,
as much as $200 billion in capital may have fled Britain, due
to reduced income taxes for the rich and ending of exchange
controls.
Under actual conditions of nuclear war, of course, there
is no distant sanctuary.One can only estimate that the escap
ism of the Establishment actually signifies that they do not
yet "feel " the strategic crisis in terms that are threatening
enough to their own survival.The only hope for Britain is
that under conditions of worsening crisis, a decisive number
of Establishment members will become scared enough to
recognize the reality principle at least as much as Churchill
did.
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